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Abstract. The axial flux with amorphous alloy stators has the virtues of high power density, high torque
density, compact structure. But specific to the disadvantage of restricted space of in-wheel, the compact
axial flux in-wheel motor was proposed in this paper. The in-wheel motor’s performance affects the
dynamic and security of electric vehicles directly. And the electromagnetic loss has a significant impact on
in-wheel motor performance. To demonstrate the influence of electromagnetic loss on the thermal behavior
of the machine, thermal analyses employing magneto-thermal coupling simulations have been performed.
Then the experimental prototype was manufactured and tested. The simulation of the output power model
was verified by test value, proving that the magneto-thermal coupling simulation is feasible. Therefore, this
design technique provides a reference for the in-wheel motor structure.

1 Introduction
With the demand for energy conservation and
environmental protection, axial flux permanent magnet
synchronous machines (PMSM) applied in electric
vehicles (EVs) have attracted extensive attention all over
the world [1, 2]. Since axial flux PM motor has more
advantages over radial permanent magnet synchronous
motor, which higher efficiency and less axial length are
more suitable for electric vehicle in-wheel. On the
contrary, be limited by the practical condition, in-wheel
motor is in a sealed environment and compact space, and
the permanent magnet is sensitive to thermal. The
PMSM’s properties are always restricted by heat
generation and dissipation, so elevated temperature
distribution has a significant impact on in-wheel motor
performance. To further improve the power density and
torque density of motor, numerous methods are
researched such as non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm  for dual-structure permanent magnet
machine [3] and supervised machine learning for sixphase PMSM [4].
Considering the small space in EVs in-wheel is in
progress complex electric-mechanical energy conversion
in a magnetic field and thermal field. The PMSM has a
compact structure and high power density since the
amorphous alloy is applied to magnetically permeable
material that with the nature of smaller magnetic
resistance, and makes it possible for lower temperature
rising in-wheel. An axial-flux PMSM is investigated in
this
paper,
which
mathematical
model
of
electromagnetic loss to express thermal transformation
was founded to illustrate the progress of temperature
rising. Then the ANSYS workbench was employed to
performed magneto-thermal coupling simulations, which

consistent with the actual test of temperature rising
approximately.

2 Loss of Axial Flux Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor
The application in EVs of low power in-wheel motor, the
structure, and physical winding unit of axial-flux PMSM
is shown in Figure1 and 2. The axial flux PMSM
adopting 3-phase winding, 24 pole, and 27 slots, the
fraction slot concentrated wing which has the advantages
of smaller copper loss, more stable torque, and higher
torque density. The permanent magnets are at both ends
of rotor cores, and rotor cores are fixed at the outer rotor
and rotor bracket which are to form double rotors. The
winding coils are arranged around in the stator bracket
and amorphous alloy inserts in the winding bracket.
Simultaneously, copper wire twining on the wingding
bracket to form a winding unit. In outer rotor has the
structure of a thermal conductivity rib in which benefits
for thermal dissipation naturally.
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where the PMe is a mechanical loss. Comparing with
other mechanical loss PMe is in small proportion, this is
ignored in this paper. Furthermore, according to the law
of heat transfer winding’s temperature is expressed in
Q cm(T2  T1 )
(5)
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where the Q is the heat absorbed or released, c and m are
specific heat capacity, the active weight of the material,
respectively.T2 and T1 are terminal temperature and
ambient temperature separately. This paper considers the
winding coilsÿ electromagnetic loss that the copper loss
and eddy loss are included. On account equation (5) do
not consider thermal coupling with different materials,
so the winding coils’ electromagnetic loss in this paper is
presented as follow:
(6)
Q1 PMag t
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Figure 1. The structure diagram of permanent magnet
synchronous motor
Winding coils
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Figure 2. Physical winding unit

The electromagnetic loss result in PMSM’s heat
generation and the temperature rising, accurate
calculation of electromagnetic loss is significant to
forecast the temperature rising. The electromagnetic loss
mainly consists of iron loss PFe, eddy loss PMag, copper
loss PCu, and mechanical loss PMe respectively. The iron
loss generated in the stator, which amorphous alloy is
composed ˈ the evaluation expression for iron loss is
given by
PFe ( K h fBmD  K e d 2 f 2 Bm2  K exc f 1.5 Bm1.5 ) V (1)

3 Electromagnetic loss simulation
based on magneto-thermal coupling
analysis
Before analyzing magneto-thermal coupling simulations,
three dimensions (3-D) model of axial-flux PMSM was
established, then the 3D model was imported into
Maxwell Ansoft 19.2 (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA,
USA) to calculate the different components of
electromagnetic loss. With the conditional of middle
speed, the electromagnetic loss was regarded as the heat
sources; then imported into Ansys Workbench 19.2.
(ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) to carry out a
mechanical transient thermal analysis. Before analyzing
electromagnetic loss, hexahedral hot were performed
based on the equivalent thermal network method[6]. The
electromagnetic loss of different composition cannot
define temperature distribution correctly, in this research,
3D finite element magneto-thermal coupling analysis
was applied along Maxwell Ansoft with Ansys
Workbench to conduct coupling simulation model for
electromagnetic and temperature field for in-wheel
motor[7]. And thermal power of electromagnetic loss
was imported as a load of the heat source into the
temperature field, and electromagnetic loss was
calculated in Maxwell Ansoft ahead of time, which the
flux density distribution of stator core is shown in Figure
3. The thermal power was generated by electromagnetic
loss then imported into the temperature field model of
transient thermal.

where Kh is coefficient of hysteresis loss and f is the
alternating frequency of magnetic field; Bm is maximum
magnetic density; Ke is coefficient of eddy loss; Kexc is
coefficient of additional eddy current; d and V are active
thickness and volume of Amorphous alloy separately; ¢
is a constant.
The eddy loss in PMSM is expressed in [5]

| J n |2
dv}
2V
Mag

¦{ ³
n

(7)

where Q1, Q2 are heating from eddy loss and copper loss
of winding coils, and t is the time during the experience.
In an unsteady temperature field, the heat generated
or absorbed in winding coils converter to temperature
rising ultimately. The magneto field and thermal field
collectively affect the in-wheel motor’s temperature
rising, and winding coils of the in-wheel motor is core
component, hence investigating temperature field drawn
support from an analytic formula.

Winding bracket

PMag

PCU t

(2)

where PMag is eddy loss; Jn is the current density of
PMSM; V is the conductivity of PMSM; n is the number
of permanent magnet and v is a single volume of a
permanent magnet.
In most cases, the frequency of the current in PMSM
is under 1kHz, so the copper loss is calculated by
equation (3) on account of additional winding loss is
ignored.
(3)
PCU NI 2 R
where PCu is copper loss; N is the number of phases; I is
phase current; R is phase resistant.
Further, the total loss of PMSM can be written as
(4)
Ploss PFe +PMag +PCU +PMe
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Figure 3. Flux density distribution of stator core

The parameters of the experimental prototype of the
in-wheel motor are shown in Table 1. The material of
permanent magnet is N38UH; the material of stator core
and rotor core are DT4 and amorphous alloy respectively.
The step end time is set as 1800 s. And putting to use
auto time-stepping, controlled by a program, and the
output revolving speed is 50 r/min. The Ansoft software
is used for magnetic field simulation, in which the inputs
to system is three-phase AC power the prototype outputs
speed of 50 r/min. Afterward, the electromagnetic loss
was regarded as a heat source in internal that generation
heat distributing on each component. Then the heat
source was imported into the mechanical transient
thermal field.
The prototype is circumferentially symmetrical, to
calculate conveniently and accurately, which one-eighth
analyzing model is conducted in the thermal field. The
following signs of progress are the general step of finite
element analysis, Therefore, the temperature distribution
is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Temperature distribution in prototype motor

The heat of copper loss, iron loss, and eddy current
loss mostly focus on the stator core, and the temperature
declining along radial direction gradually easier than
axial direction as a result of heat conduction and
convection. As for cooling equipment, cooling water or
oil is feasible in the space of the stator.

4 Experimental verification
The prototype experimental tests are implemental with
the test bench as shown in Figure 5. The stator bracket
was fixed on the test bench, on the other side, the output
shaft was connected with the dynamometer through a
coupling. The investigation exploited low rotation speed
with 25 r/min and middle rotation speed with 50 r/min.
The thermocouple sensor was embedded in the inwheel motor and fix on a different component. When the
in-wheel motor is operating at an average torque of 22.4
Nm and revolving speed of 50 r/min. The transient state
analysis was performed 1800 s, in the meantime the
inner surface of the stator, air gap, winding coil and axial
winding end temperature rising processing are shown in
Figure 6. The ambient temperature is considered to be
25.1.

Table 1. Technical parameters of in-wheel motor and winding
coil
Parameters
Symbol
Value
length of the air gap

g

1 mm

The thickness of the

Lm

4 mm

Axial length

La

86 mm

Rotor outer

Da

266 mm

Di

206 mm

Cl

55.4 mm

Mu

3.2 mm

permanent magnet
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diameter
The axial length of

Permanent magnet
synchronous motor

Motor controller

the winding
The radial thickness

External rotor

Thermocouple
thermometer

diameter
Rotor inner

Dynamometer

Power cord

Figure 5. Prototype test bench of axial-flux PMSM

of the winding
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3.

4.

5.
Figure 6. Prototype’s temperature rising of different structure

From Figure 8, the following conclusions can be
drawn. The components with the radial direction of
temperature trend to slight changed, meanwhile the heat
of windings’ axial direction is apt to affect by
surrounding environment, so the measured temperature
of winding ends are little lower than that of the middle
part. So the cooling device such as cooling water or oil
should be along with radial direction arranged. The iron
loss, eddy loss, and copper loss transfer to heat in the
stator tooth of the in-wheel motor. As a consequence, the
inner surface of the stator assembled more heat.

6.

7.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
Specific to the electric vehicles have applied
universally, with restricted space in in-wheel, and the
demanding of the axial-flux in-wheel motor was
proposed in this paper.
(1) In this paper, the axial flux in-wheel motor was
investigated, in which the mathematical model of
electromagnetic
loss
to
express
thermal
transformation was founded to illustrate the progress
of temperature rising.
(2) The prototype of the in-wheel motor was modeled in
Ansoft Maxwell to build the electrical parameters in
the magnetic field. Then the ANSYS workbench
was employed to performed magneto-thermal
coupling simulations to explain the temperature field
distribution in an in-wheel motor.
(3) A 1.5 kW in-wheel motor prototype was designed
and manufactured. The temperature rising of the inwheel motor is investigated and consistent with the
simulation result approximately, in which the
magneto-thermal coupling simulation method is
validated.
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